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Abstract

We present the first analysis of the atomic and molecular processes at play during detachment
in the MAST-U Super-X divertor using divertor spectroscopy data. Our analysis indicates
detachment in the MAST-U Super-X divertor can be separated into four sequential phases:
first, the ionisation region detaches from the target at detachment onset leaving a region of
increased molecular densities downstream. The plasma interacts with these molecules,
resulting in molecular ions (D+

2 and/or D−

2 → D+ D−) that further react with the plasma
leading to molecular activated recombination and dissociation (MAR and MAD), which results
in excited atoms and significant Balmer line emission. Second, the MAR region detaches from
the target leaving a sub-eV temperature region downstream. Third, an onset of strong emission
from electron–ion recombination (EIR) ensues. Finally, the electron density decays near the
target, resulting in the bulk of the electron density moving upstream. The analysis in this paper
indicates that plasma–molecule interactions have a larger impact than previously reported and
play a critical role in the intensity and interpretation of hydrogen atomic line emission
characteristics on MAST-U. Furthermore, we find that the Fulcher band emission profile in the
divertor can be used as a proxy for the ionisation region and may also be employed as a plasma
temperature diagnostic for improving the separation of hydrogenic emission arising from
electron-impact excitation and that from plasma–molecular interactions. We provide
evidences for the presence of low electron temperatures (≪ 0.5 eV) during detachment phases
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a See Harrison et al 2019 (https://doi.org/10.1088/1741-4326/ab121c) for the
MAST Upgrade team.
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III–IV based on quantitative spectroscopy analysis, a Boltzmann relation of the high-n Balmer
line transitions together with an analysis of the brightness of high-n Balmer lines.

Keywords: Super-X divertor, plasma spectroscopy, divertor detachment, MAST Upgrade,
plasma–neutral interactions, Balmer emission, Fulcher emission

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Power exhaust is a major challenge for the realisation of fusion
energy as the expected un-mitigated target heat fluxes in a
reactor can be significantly higher than the tolerable engineer-
ing limits at the target [1, 2]. The heat load reductions that
can be obtained by increased radiation alone (e.g. without
momentum/particle dissipation) are limited to a factor 4–5
(not considering magnetic shaping) as they result in an
increased ion target flux [3]. The heat flux, arising from
surface recombination of those ions, can exceed target engi-
neering limits in reactor conditions if the upstream paral-
lel energy flux density is sufficiently high. The target ion
flux can be reduced through divertor detachment, during
which plasma–atom/molecule interactions result in simultane-
ous power, particle and momentum dissipation in the divertor.
Detachment is obtained when the target electron tempera-
ture reaches relatively low values (Tt < ∼5 eV), which can
be achieved by neutral recycling (e.g. higher upstream den-
sities/fuelling) and/or extrinsic impurity seeding (increased
radiative dissipation).

Alternative divertor configurations (ADCs) aim to utilise
variations in the divertor magnetic topology to enhance the
power exhaust, compared to ‘conventional’ divertors, in three
different ways. First, ADCs facilitate larger reductions of the
parallel heat flow into the divertor before impinging on the
target. Secondly, ADCs reduce the detachment onset threshold
(e.g. at lower core density or with lower impurity fractions)
[4, 5]. Thirdly, ADCs can reduce the sensitivity of the dis-
placement of the front-edge of the cold, detached, plasma
(e.g. detachment ‘front’) to a ‘physical’ control parameter
(e.g. density, upstream heat flux, impurity fraction) in steady-
state [4–8]. An increase of the detachment window and/or
larger power dissipation in the divertor would allow the oper-
ation of future tokamak reactors with lower core impurity
fractions and core radiation, which would benefit core, and
hence fusion, performance. Drawbacks of ADCs in a reactor
are however an increase in cost [9], an increase in engineering
difficulty and, for the same vacuum vessel size, a reduction in
plasma volume. Depending on the precise reactor parameters
required, using ADCs may become essential [9].

The Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak—Upgrade (MAST-
U) is a new spherical tokamak at the Culham Centre for
Fusion Energy (CCFE) in the United Kingdom [10–12].
MAST-U was built specifically for investigating ADCs to
(1) determine their feasibility and divertor performance; and
(2) use magnetic shaping to improve our understanding of

plasma-edge physics.MAST-U includes a tightly baffled lower
and upper divertor chamber [11] to facilitate a baffled double-
null Super-X Divertor (SXD) [6].

The SXD features an increased target radius resulting in a
significantly increased ‘total flux expansion’, compared to the
conventionaldivertor (CD). ‘Total flux expansion’ is defined as
the ratio between the total magnetic field upstream (which we
define to be at the X-point) and the total magnetic field at the
target ( fR = Bx/Bt), analogously to [5]. Total flux expansion is
different from poloidal flux expansion f x, which is defined as
the ‘ratio of the perpendicular flux surface spacing at the target
and upstream’ [7] f x = BxθB

t
φ/B

t
θB

x
φ where Bθ and Bφ denote

the poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field
and x, t denotes upstream (which we define to be the X-point)
and target. That is predicted by analytic and SOLPS-ITER
models to reduce the detachment onset threshold [4–6, 13, 14]
in terms of upstream density and impurity fraction, increase
the detachment window and reduce the detachment front sen-
sitivity [4]. In contradiction to the predicted benefits of the
Super-X divertor, TCV’s (conventional aspect ratio tokamak)
experimental results did, initially, not support such predictions
[7] due to the openness of the, then non-baffled [7], TCV
divertor [15].

Together with the increased target radius and resultant total
flux expansion, it is also important to trap the neutrals within
the divertor region [15]. On MAST-U, this is achieved using
tight baffling at the entrance to the divertor that increases neu-
tral trapping [6]. Keeping neutral trapping constantwhile vary-
ing the divertor configuration will test the benefit of increased
total flux expansion [15]. The predictions of the beneficial
effect of total flux expansion are in agreementwith preliminary
MAST-U results. During Ohmic density ramp discharges in
the first MAST-U campaign (Psep ≈ 550 kW, Ip = 650 kA),
the ion target flux roll-over point was observed to be at a
∼50% lower Greenwald fraction for the Super-X than for the
conventional divertor and strong heat flux reductions were
observed in the SXD compared to the CD (by a factor ∼10)
[16, 17]. Due to this low detachment onset point and the lack of
NBI injection, using the Super-X divertor resulted in detached
divertor plasmas except for low core densities.

1.1. This paper

It is now critical to study the underlying physics processes
in the Super-X divertor to obtain an understanding of (1) the
physics mechanisms in the SXD; (2) how to diagnose the
SXD; (3) whether existing models are sufficiently complete
for simulating the SXD. Developing this understanding is a
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prerequisite for investigating alternative divertor configura-
tions on MAST-U, as well as for ascertaining whether plasma-
edge models include the processes necessary for simulating
the MAST-U Super-X divertor correctly. Resolving gaps in
modelling is critical for investigating ADCs in current day
devices; which is needed to extrapolate to reactors. Investigat-
ing ADCs is an important risk mitigation strategy for DEMO
[9] and is of direct relevance of reactor-class devices with
that employ an ADC, such as SPARC [18], ARC [19] and
STEP [20].

This paper presents a first investigation of the plasma–atom
and molecule interaction processes at play throughout the
entire detached operational space of the MAST-U Super-X
divertor (SXD). The level of detachment in the Super-X was
separable into four phases. These start with a detachment of the
ionisation region from the target and end with the electron den-
sity decaying near the target, resulting in the movement of the
electron density bulk upstream. This is distinctively different
from the conventional divertor operation in the first campaign
where only the first phase of detachment progressive was
observed as the density was scanned (up to ne/nGW ∼ 0.55)
and signs of MARFEs appeared in the core. The observed
processes during detachment in the MAST-U Super-X diver-
tor are not unique to MAST Upgrade. However, the precise
sequence, location and evolution of the various processes are
likely facilitated by the combination of (1) low divertor elec-
tron temperatures (Te � 0.2 eV) with (2) low divertor electron
densities (ne ≈ 1019 m−3); which likely has been achieved
due to the Super-X divertor although further research is
required.

This phase progression is based upon line-of-sight
spectroscopy through the Super-X divertor chamber. The
‘intensity’ (e.g. brightness in ph/m2/s) of several hydrogen
Balmer line intensities, together with the emission in the D2

Fulcher band between 595 to 615 nm, were monitored
during detachment. Using the Balmer Spectroscopy
Plasma–Molecular Interactions (BaSPMI) analysis developed
previously [3, 21–23], the Balmer line brightnesses
were decomposed into atomic and plasma–molecule
interaction related emission component. In a relatively
novel development, detailed analysis of the n = 9–20
Balmer lines is used to provide evidence for low density
(ne < 1019 m−3) and temperature conditions (Te ≪ 0.5 eV).

Plasma–molecular interactions are shown to play a major
role in the interpretation of hydrogen Balmer line measure-
ments on MAST-U; consideration of such effects is critical
in the interpretation of any MAST-U hydrogen spectroscopy
and imaging data. This analysis required advancements in
spectroscopic diagnostic analysis and its implications pre-
sented in this work are promising for aiding detachment
control (section 4.4), which will be important for fusion
reactors.

Quantitative evidence of the importance of plasma–
molecular interactions in terms of spectroscopic interpreta-
tion as well as divertor physics is now available for TCV
[3, 21, 22] as well as MAST-U (this work), with prelimi-
nary work also indicating the importance of these interactions
in spectroscopic interpretations during deep detachment for

JET [24–26]. As such plasma-molecular interactions are not
fully included in plasma-edge modelling [22], further inves-
tigating such reactions is important for reducing the uncer-
tainties in the extrapolation of current day devices to future
reactors—particularly for reactor concepts with ADCs.

2. MAST Upgrade overview

Figure 1 shows fuelling and core density data together with the
evolution of the total outer target particle flux, as function of
time for the main discharge used in this work (# 45371, plasma
current, Ip = 650 kA, Psep = 550± 50 kW, PsepB/R= 300 kW
T m−1, f x = 7.2 (poloidal flux expansion), fR = 2.2 (total flux
expansion)7), and a discharge that is more deeply detached
(# 45370, Ip = 450 kA, Psep = 550 ± 50 kW, PsepB/R =

270 ±37 kW/M, f x = 5.6 (poloidal flux expansion), fR = 2.1
(toroidal flux expansion), density (see figure 1). # 45370 and
# 45371 have slightly different magnetic equilibria as they are
different discharge scenarios. Comparatively, a characteristic
conventional divertor (strike point on ‘tile 2’—see figure 2),
such as # 45474 has parameters: Ip = 650 kA, Psep = 550
±100 kW, PsepB/R = 300 kW T/m, fR = 1.25, f x = 3.9.
The level of detachment is delineated by the detachment phase
given, based on spectroscopic analysis (see section 3). After
the divertor is formed, # 45371 adds fuelling from the lower
divertor valve (‘LFS-D-b’, shown in figure 2(a)), # 45376 adds
fuelling from the upper divertor valve (‘LFS-D-t’, shown in
figure 2(a)) whereas # 45370 employs the default midplane
fuelling on theMAST-U innerwall (‘HFS’—see figure 2(a)). 8

The values obtained for the total lower outer target integrated
particle flux are to be interpreted qualitatively at present, as
some gaps remain in the Langmuir probe coverage at the outer
target. Discharge # 45376 is used in this work to provide a
reference for an attached discharge—injecting upper divertor
fuelling results in lower divertor detachment at higher fuelling
levels than lower divertor fuelling (# 45371). 9 Langmuir
probe analysis for the lower divertor was not available for
# 45376.

Figure 2 shows the magnetic geometry of both Super-X
configurations with a strike point on ‘Tile 5’. The poloidal
distance between the target and the X-point is∼110 cm in both
cases. As the X-point is significantly upstream of the divertor
entrance, only the first 72 cm (poloidally) of the divertor leg
can bemonitoredby diagnostics operating in the lower divertor
chamber. For comparison, a conventional divertor geometry
with a strike point on ‘tile 2’ is also shown, although this
discharge is not used in this paper.

7 # 45376 is a repeat of # 45371 and has the same parameters within
uncertainties.
8Throughout the fuelling ramps, the divertor neutral pressure is expected to
increase, although this measurement is unavailable during the first campaign.
Therefore, we describe the observations during detachment in terms of the
actuator: the fuelling strength; as we cannot delineate the different impacts of
the core electron density and the divertor neutral pressure increase.
9These results indeed show that fuelling location influences the detachment
evolution and determines which divertor detaches first, although investigating
this in detail is beyond the scope of this paper.

3
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Figure 1. Overview of discharges # 45371 (lower divertor fuelled), # 45376 (upper divertor fuelled) and # 45370 (high-field side (HFS)
midplane fuelled). (a) and (b) Core electron density and fuelling traces. (c) and (d) Total lower outer target integrated particle flux over
‘tile 5’ (figure 2), together with indicated divertor detachment phase based on lower divertor spectroscopy (see section 3). The ion target
flux is only shown after the magnetic geometry of the Super-X divertor has been established (e.g. the strike point has been moved to ‘tile 5’
(see figure 2) and remains relatively steady) (t = 0.48 s for # 45371, 45376 and t = 0.58 s for # 45370).

Figure 2. (a) The magnetic geometries corresponding to the two discharges # 45371 (red) at 500 ms and # 45370 (blue) at 600 ms, are
shown together with the vessel geometry, poloidal field magnets and the fuelling valve locations utilised (‘HFS’, ‘LFS-D-b’ and ‘LFS-D-t’).
(b) Just the lower divertor region is shown along with the DMS spectroscopic chordal lines-of-sight originating from view points V1 and V2,
which are both coupled to two spectrometers (‘DMS-York’ and ‘DMS-CCFE’) as well as the divertor Thomson scattering (DTS)
measurement locations [27]. The geometry of # 45376 is not shown as it is a repeat of # 45371 with different fuelling. In both (a) and (b), the
Super-X separatrix strike point is incident on ‘Tile 5’. A characteristic geometry for a conventional discharge has also been shown for
comparison (# 44895 at 500 ms), with the strike point incident on ‘Tile 2’, although this discharge is not used in the paper.

A new line-of-sight divertor monitoring spectroscopy
(DMS) system was developed and commissioned with
lines of sight originating from two different lens-fibre
arrangements—V1 and V2 (figure 2(b)). DMS uses two

spectrometers in the lower divertor (‘DMS-York’ in purple;
‘DMS-CCFE’ in green) with interleaved lines of sight to
monitor two spectral regions simultaneously. For discharge
# 45371 & # 45376 we monitor: (1) the n = 5, 6 Balmer

4
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Figure 3. Illustration of difference and correspondence between reactions, emission processes and emission measurements. (I)–(III)
Simplified model results (appendix A, with MAST-U scaling laws assuming ne = 1019 m−3) as function of Te of the various reaction rates
(I), emission fraction contributions to Dα (II), total Dα,Dγ,Dδ Balmer line brightnesses and D2 Fulcher band brightness (a.u.) (III). (SI)
Schematic illustration of the various reactions in the MAST-U divertor in 2D during deep detachment. The magnetic geometry in this
illustration has been obtained from a SOLPS-ITER simulation (from [28]).

lines at medium spectral resolution (0.1 nm) and (2) part
of the D2 Fulcher band (595–615 nm) and Dα (656 nm)
simultaneously at low spectral resolution (0.4 nm). The second
system includes a short-pass filter to attenuate the Dα signal
to better resemble that of theD2 Fulcher band. For discharge #
45370, DMS-York monitored the high-n (n � 9) Balmer lines
simultaneously (365–385 nm) using a high spectral resolution
(0.06 nm), whereas DMS-CCFE monitored the CIII (465 nm)
and Dβ Balmer line (486 nm) (not used in this work).

3. Spectroscopic MAST-U Super-X detachment

observations and their interpretation

It is important to distinguish three concepts in this paper,
illustrated in figure 3.

(a) Reactions: plasma–atom and molecular interactions lead
to reactions that influence the ion and neutral atom par-
ticle balance, such as ionisation, electron–ion recom-
bination (EIR), electron-impact dissociation, molecular

activated ionisation (MAI), molecular activated recom-
bination (MAR) and molecular activated dissociation
(MAD). MAST-U characteristic line-integrated reaction
rates are plotted as function of Te in figure 3(I), using the
model from section 4.1. Figure 3 SI shows a schematic
cartoon indicating the various processes in the MAST-U
divertor during deep detachment.

(b) Emission processes: electron-impact excitation (EIE),
EIR and plasma–molecule interactions (PMI) generate
excited atoms that emit hydrogenic atomic line emis-
sion. Figure 3(II) showsMAST-U characteristic fractional
emission contributions to theDα brightness as function of
Te using the model from section 4.1.

(c) Emission measurements: any hydrogen atomic emission
(e.g. Balmer line) is, in general, due to a combination
of emission processes, which can vary as function of
divertor conditions. Detailed analysis is often required
to infer information on the dominant emission processes
from hydrogenic atomic line measurements. Figure 3(III)
shows MAST-U characteristic total brightnesses of Dα,

5
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of the four inferred MAST-U Super-X detachment phases in terms of the reactions occurring in the divertor.
Also shown is the Super-X plasma geometry and the DMS spectroscopic viewing chords. The numbers shown indicate: (1) the back-end of
the ionisation region; (2) the back-end of the molecular activated recombination (MAR) region; (3) the front-end of the electron ion
recombination (EIR) region; and (4) the back-end of the electron ion recombination/density region. The magnetic geometry in this
illustration has been obtained from a SOLPS-ITER simulation (from [28]).

Dγ and Dδ as function of Te together with the D2

Fulcher band emission brightness, using the model from
section 4.1.

In this work, we show hydrogen atomic emission
(e.g. Balmer line) measurements analysed using BaSPMI, to
infer the quantitative emission processes contributing to the
Dα emission. Figure 3 shows this also provides qualitative
information on (1) appearance; (2) location and (3) relative
magnitude of the reactions active in the Super-X divertor
and their evolution during detachment. Balmer emission
from EIE provides information on the ionisation source;
from EIR on the EIR ion sink and from plasma–molecular
interactions (mostly D+

2 ,D
−) on MAR and MAD. The D2

Fulcher band emission, arising from electronically excited
molecules after electron-impact collisions, is correlated with
D2 electron-impact dissociation. A quantitative analysis of the
ion sources and sinks in the divertor remains outside of the
scope of this paper.

In section 4.1, the simplified approach from figure 3 is
explained in more detail and used for both TCV and MAST-U
characteristic conditions, as well as extrapolated to higher
electron densities (1021 m−3) that are more reactor relevant.
Increases to the electron densitywill increase the EIR emission
contribution and its reaction rate greatly (with n2−3

e ), which
are discussed in section 4.1. However, even in such conditions,
the discussed relation between reaction rates, hydrogen emis-
sion contributions and the total hydrogen emission remains
intact.

The DMS data analysis indicates that detachment in the
MAST-U Super-X divertor can be separated in four different
phases (figure 4), which has been generally observed during
Super-X divertor operation in the first MAST-U campaign.

(a) Detachment onset: the ionisation front detaches from the
target and moves towards the divertor entrance, leav-
ing behind a region where plasma–molecular interac-
tions involving molecular ions generate excited atoms
composing a majority of the Balmer line emission
(section 3.1). These molecular ions include D+

2 (likely
the dominant contributor [3]) created from molecular
charge exchange (D+ + D2 → D+

2 + D) 10 and possibly
D− (D−

2 → D− + D).
(b) The peak in Balmer line emission associatedwithmolecu-

lar ions detaches from the target; indicative of an upstream
movement of the MAR and MAD regions [3]. The MAR
& MAD rates near the target are reduced as the plasma
temperature drops below 1 eV, inhibiting the capability of
creating molecular ions (section 3.2, figures 3(I) and (II)).

(c) Appearance of strong electron–ion recombination (EIR)
emission near the target (section 3.3) and evidence for
Te ≪ 0.5 eV (section 3.3.1).

(d) The EIR related emission region detaches from the target
and moves towards the divertor entrance; this suggests
that the electron density bulk moves completely away
from the target.

Figures 5(M0)–(MIV) shows Balmer line emission intensi-
ties, ratios and theD2 Fulcher band emission intensity as a pro-
file along the DMS lines of sight during the attached (0) phase
for discharge # 45376 and four identified different detach-
ment phases (I)–(IV) for discharge # 45371. Separations of
the different Dα emission processes, using BaSPMI analysis,
accompany these measurements in figures 5(AI)–(AIV).

10Non-dissociative ionisation e− +D2 → D+

2 + 2e− occurs at higher temper-
atures in the ionisation region.

6
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Figure 5. (M0) through (MIV): measured and normalised brightness profiles in the lower divertor during MAST-U pulse # 45376
((M0)—attached) and # 45371 as function of time (MI)–(MIV) for the Fulcher band (595–615 nm), n = 3, 6 Balmer lines as well as the
6→ 2/5→ 2 Balmer line ratio along the various spectroscopic chords at four different times, spanning the attached regime (0) and the four
phases of detachment (I)–(IV). A (0) through A (IV): analysed BaSPMI [22, 23] from measurements M 0 (# 45376—attached reference) and
#45371 as function of time (M I)–(M IV) showing the brightness profiles of the Dα associated with electron-impact excitation (‘EIE’ of D),
plasma–molecule interactions (‘PMI’ of D2,D

+

2 ,D
−) and electron–ion recombination (‘EIR’ of D+). The indicative poloidal distance, along

the divertor leg, between the target and intersection of the line-of-sight with the separatrix are shown on top. The ‘EIE’, ‘PMI’ and ‘EIR’
emission regions are indicative of the ‘ionisation’, ‘MAR & MAD’ and ‘EIR’ regions, respectively [3].

BaSPMI application is further discussed in appendix D
and is independently verified using a new Bayesian approach
(appendix D.1). The observations and sequence of the four
different detachment phases have been observed over a range
of plasma currents, variations in super-X geometry (e.g.

different poloidal flux expansion and strike point locations)
and fuelling locations (upper divertor, lower divertor, high
field side, low field side). Estimates of electron density and
temperature from both spectroscopy and divertor Thomson
scattering are compared for # 45371 in section 3.5.

7
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3.1. Detachment phase 1: ionisation movement and MAR

appearance

Before the detachment onset11, we generally observe: (1)
line ratios indicative of EIE, (2) a roughly flat profile of the
n = 3, 5, 6 Balmer line intensities as well as the Fulcher
band emission (with slight peaking near the target) along
the divertor leg (figure 5(M0)). BaSPMI analysis indicates
a flat profile of EIE along the divertor leg, suggestive of an
attached ionisation front. This is similar to TCV observations
[3, 29, 30], where a strong correlation between the Fulcher
band emission and the ionisation region were found [3, 22].

At the start of # 45371, near the detachment onset,
the Fulcher emission region detaches from the target
(figure 5(MI)). Simultaneously, both the Balmer line emission
and their ratios remain constant over the entire divertor leg
(figure 5(MI)), similar to the attached phase ( figure 5(M0)).

As Balmer line emission ratios associated with PMI and
EIE are similar [22] (section 4.1), the combined observations
of the Fulcher emission region, Balmer line ratio and Balmer

line intensity are key to show how neglecting excited atoms

from PMI can lead to incorrect interpretations (figure 5(MI)):
the ionisation region spans the entire divertor leg and remains
attached at the target (similar to figure 5(MI)). However, this
would be inconsistent with the Fulcher emission that suggests
that the region near the target is too cold for electron-impact
molecular dissociation (and thus too cold to ionise atoms).
Therefore, we hypothesise that the Fulcher band emission

brightness profile may be employed to separate hydrogenic

emission from PMI and EIE; which is an important tool for
hydrogen Balmer line analysis. Although the Balmer line
trends in figures 5(M0) and (MI) are almost identical, the
D2 Fulcher band brightness profile along the divertor leg

is different. Employing the Fulcher band as a filter implies
that a movement of the cold-end of the Fulcher emission,
suggests movement of the region where the plasma is too cold
to ionise and thus the ionisation front. Likewise, an absence
of Fulcher emission near the target, suggests—through exclu-
sion—that EIR or PMI are the dominant hydrogenic emission
processes near the target. Balmer line ratios can then be used
to distinguish between EIR and PMI.

This hypothesis is analysed more quantitatively in
section 4.2, where it is shown that the Fulcher emission profile
may be employed as a quantitative temperature constraint.
That constraint is employed in our BaSPMI analysis
(described in appendix D), which facilitates separating EIE
and PMI related emission where the Fulcher emission is low
and thus the Fulcher information constraints the temperature
to be relatively low12. As the fuelling is increased, the EIE
region moves quickly from near the target to near the divertor
entrance (indicative of an ionisation front movement), leaving
a region where Balmer line emission is dominantly from
PMI (indicative of a growing region with significant MAR &
MAD). The magnitude of MAR & MAD related emission

11 Since # 45371 is never fully detached in the lower divertor, the data shown
has been obtained from # 45376 at 500 ms, which is the same scenario as #
45371 but employs upper divertor fuelling.
12 Fulcher Te estimates are shown in figure 9.

increases over time in detachment phase I and its magnitude
reaches sufficiently large values that it is expected that the
MAR ion sinks are significant.

3.2. Detachment phase 2: movement of MAR region

and obtaining sub-eV temperatures

As the fuelling is further increased, the Fulcher emission
moves further towards the divertor entrance. Below the
Fulcher emission region, the Dα emission increases whilst the
6→ 2/5→ 2 Balmer line ratio remains at levels expected of
a EIE or PMI dominant plasma (figure 5(MII)). This indi-
cates the Dα emission is predominantly from PMI, which is
consistent with BaSPMI analysis (figure 5(AII)). Ultimately,
the Dα (PMI) emission region starts to move from the target
towards the divertor entrance, figures 5(MII) and (AII); which
is suggestive of a movement of the MAR & MAD regions.

Plasma–molecular interactions leading to hydrogen emis-
sion and MAR/MAD involve D+

2 and/or D−. Creating those
species below 5 eV requires the presence of D2(ν) molecules
that are excited to relatively high vibrational levels [3, 31, 32].
Below a certain temperature, both the probability of exciting
molecules vibrationally drops [32] and the ions have insuffi-
cient energy to promote molecular charge exchange [33–35],
reducing the D+

2 /D2 ratio [3, 33, 35, 36] for decreasing tem-
perature. The intensity ofMAR/MADwith decreasing temper-
ature (and its associated hydrogen emission) is a competition
between two processes: (1) an increase of the D2 density;
(2) a decrease in the D+

2 /D2 ratio. As a result, the hydro-
gen emission associated with MAR and MAD is expected
to occur between 0.5 (‘cold-end’ of the emission region)
and 3.5 eV (‘hot-end’ of the emission region) and to peak
∼0.8 eV (section 4.1).

As the fuelling increases further, the cold-end of the MAR
region moves increasingly further from the target until it
reaches the divertor entrance. This would suggest that the
majority of the divertor chamber has achieved sub-eV electron
temperatures.

3.3. Detachment phase 3: appearance of strong signs

of electron-recombination

As fuelling is further increased, the Fulcher emission region
moves into the divertor throat, out of spectroscopy view.
The MAR emission region moves towards the divertor throat
and, ultimately, a strong increase in both n = 6 Balmer line
intensity and the n = 6/5 Balmer line intensity ratios are
observed near the target, figure 5(MIII). This implies a tran-
sition from PMI dominated emission to EIR dominated emis-
sion near the target, which is consistent with our BaSPMI
analysis (figure 5(AIII)). EIR preferentially contributes to
high- and medium-n Balmer line emission: BaSPMI analysis
at 630 ms indicates the EIR contribution near the target to
n = 5(6) is 80%–90% (90%–95%), although this is smaller
for Dα.

The entire high-n Balmer line spectra (discharge # 45370)
has been fitted using a Stark broadening model [23, 37]
together with a Boltzmann distribution to model the ratio
between the intensity of the various high-n Balmer lines
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Figure 6. Measured high-n Balmer line spectra for line of sight # 10
(midway divertor) at 670 ms for # 45370, together with a high-n
Balmer line fit (red). ne and Te (using a Boltzmann distribution) are
inferred from the high-n Balmer line fit, indicating a low electron
density/temperature regime. The n = 9 brightness in this case is
4× 1018 ph m−2 s−1.

[38, 39] as function of Te. Figure 6 shows a representative
example of the fit obtained. Similar analysis results have been
obtained over many discharges, including a range of plasma
currents.

Our fit results (figure 6) indicate that the EIR emission
along the DMS viewing chords originates from a region with
low electron density (ne < 1× 1019 m−3) and temperature
(≪0.5 eV–(0.1–0.2 eV)). These temperatures and densities
can be considered as EIR emission-weighted quantities along
the line of sight [22, 30] that, as such, may not correspond
to the separatrix density/temperature. These low electron den-
sity estimates are consistent with the Inglis–Teller limit [40]:
by averaging over 15 acquisition frames (∼200 ms) up to
n = 21 Balmer line is resolved, for which the Inglis–Teller
limit suggests that ne < 1.6× 1019 m−3. 13 The relatively
low electron densities in the MAST-U divertor are likely the
reason why signs of EIR are only present when the electron
divertor temperatures are very low (≪ 0.5 eV) and is one of
the reasons why the detachment of the PMI emission region
occurs before signs of EIR are present. The reason of such low
electron densities is currently unknown and requires further
investigation.

3.3.1. Additional proof for Te < 0.5 eV. The obtained elec-
tron temperatures from the Boltzmann fit (detachment phase
III–IV) are between 0.1–0.2 eV. To support these electron
temperature estimates (Te ≪ 0.5 eV), we provide four addi-
tional sources of evidence in this subsection: (1) an analy-
sis of the required path-lengths needed to model the high-n
Balmer line brightness; (2) BaSPMI analysis; (3) compari-
son against simplified emission modelling. (4) Those results
are consistent with divertor Thomson scattering, which indi-
cates Te < 0.5 eV during deep detachment phases III and IV
(see section 3.5).

13 It is unclear whether the n = 21 observation limit is due to a limited signal
to noise ratio or due to a merging of the continuum. As such, the Inglis–Teller
limit can only be used to get an upper limit electron density estimate in this
case.

First, we perform a consistency check of Te using the
monitored high-nBalmer line emission brightness. For a given
electron density (ne), the monitored brightness depends on the
size of the emission region along the line of sight (∆L) and
the electron temperature (Te)—equation (1), assuming that all
high-n Balmer line emission (n � 9) is due to EIR—which
is verified in appendix C. Here, PECrec

n�9→2(ne, Te) is the
recombination emission coefficients for high-n Balmer lines
that depends on ne and increases exponentially with linearly
decreasing Te. For a known ne, ∆L decreases with decreasing
Te. If we assume Te = 0.2 eV (ADAS default temperature
limit [41]), one would require a path-length of 1.6 m near the
target and 0.2 m near the divertor entrance at t = 600 ms of
# 45370. MAST-U features a multi-wavelength imaging
(MWI) diagnostic [42], which can obtain spectrally filtered
images of the divertor plasma, similar to MANTIS on TCV
[43–45]. Inverting the MWI channel that hosts a filter for
the n = 9 Balmer line, ∆L would limited to 0.20–0.40 m
physically, this provides further evidence for a Te = 0.1–0.2 eV
regime obtained from the Boltzmann fit.

Bn�9→2 ≈ ∆Ln2ePEC
rec
n�9→2(ne, Te)

∆L ≈
Bn�9→2

n2ePEC
rec
n�9→2(ne, Te)

(1)

Secondly, BaSPMI analysis (# 45371) provides addi-
tional evidence for Te ≪ 0.2 eV. BaSPMI estimates the
recombination rate and recombinative temperature TRe by
analysing the intensity of the EIR component of the medium-n
Balmer line brightness [23], Brec

n→2. Lower T
R
e are obtained

for higher Brec
n→2 until a maximum reference value for Brec

n→2
is reached at the TRe = 0.2 ADAS limit. BaSPMI analysis
for # 45371 indicates that during detachment phases III–IV
(figures 5(AIII) and (AIV)) a large portion of the Monte Carlo
inferred values for Brec

6→2 exceeds their maximum reference
values for Brec

6→2; providing evidence that Te may be smaller
than 0.2 eV.

Thirdly, the simplified emission modelling as function of
Te in figure 3 (explained in section 4.1), leads to a pre-
dicted maximum n = 6 Balmer line emission brightness at
Te = 0.2 eV (ADAS limit) of ∼3 · 1019 ph/m2/s. The peak
n = 6 emission brightness measured in the EIR region
of # 45371 (detachment phase IV) is, however, larger
∼5 · 1019 ph/m2/s (figure 5(MIV)). Although the difference
between these two values is not that large, the electron density
assumed in figure 3 is ne = 1019 m−3, which is higher than
obtained in the experiment in this regime according to divertor
Thomson scattering and high-n (n � 9) Balmer line analysis.
Therefore, this comparison provides some additional evidence
of Te � 0.2 eV.

3.4. Detachment phase 4: EIR emission movement

and bulk density displacement

We have shown that through phase III, increased fuelling
changes the Fulcher emission intensity such that it becomes
almost absent from the divertor chamber, the MAR peak
reaches the divertor entrance with the EIR region further
expanding towards the divertor entrance. Ultimately, in phase
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Figure 7. Measurements of the movement of the MAR and EIR
emission regions based on BaSPMI analysis before the fuelling cut
(750 ms) and three time frames after the fuelling cut. As a guide,
dotted lines are shown corresponding to the peak in MAR (green)
and EIR (blue) before the fuelling cut.

IV, the cold-end of the EIR emission region leaves the target
(figure 5(IV)). As mentioned in the previous section, here, the
dominantBalmer line emission process is EIR (figure 5(AIV)).
Since the temperature in the divertor must decrease (or stay
constant) from upstream to downstream, a decrease in the EIR
emission must correspond to a ne decrease near the target.
As fuelling is increased, the cold-end of the EIR emission
region moves further towards the divertor entrance, indicating
a significant reduction of the target electron densities and thus
a bulk electron density displacement.

100 ms before the final Ip ramp-down in # 45371 (figure
1(a), time of 750ms), we stop all fuelling and observe how the
divertor plasma responds. As a result, the discharge transitions
back to detachment phase III after 50 ms, as shown from the
EIR and PMI Dα emission in figure 7: the peak in MAR emis-
sion moves back into the divertor chamber and the cold-end of
the EIR emission region moves back towards the target.

Discharge # 45370, which is more deeply detached and
ultimately terminates in a disruption engenderedby aMARFE,
has high-n Balmer line coverage, permitting higher accuracy
ne inferences (see figure 6). Figure 8 shows the movement of
the n = 9 Balmer line emission, towards the divertor entrance,
as the fuelling is increased. This is correlated with a sharp
decay in the inferred electron density near the target, leading

Figure 8. Spatial profiles, from near the target to the divertor baffle,
of n � 9 (summed) Balmer line brightness (dotted lines) as well as
inferred electron densities from Stark broadening (solid lines) at 500
(red), 670 (green) and 860 (blue) ms of # 45370.

to the electron density bulk moving upstream as is illustrated
by the measured electron density profiles at 660 and 860 ms in
the lower divertor (figure 8).

3.5. Comparison between divertor Thomson scattering

and spectroscopically inferred electron densities

and temperatures

In figure 9 we compare the electron density and tempera-
ture estimates obtained spectroscopically (from Stark broad-
ening and the Fulcher brightness analysis) and those obtained
from divertor Thomson scattering [27]. Those estimates are
obtained by averaging the data close to the target (0–25 cm)
and are shown as function of time throughout the discharge,
together with the detachment phase14. The divertor Thomson
scattering (DTS) results are local measurements, whereas the
BaSPMI ne, Te inferences are characteristic emission weighted
quantities along the DMS lines of sight. The local DTS mea-
surements are sensitive to the exact position of the separatrix
with respect to the DTS measurement points to the divertor
leg which is slightly misaligned (see figure 2), whereas the
DMS inferences are not affected by this as it is a line integral.
The inferred electron temperature from spectroscopy is char-
acteristic of the hot temperature regime along the line of sight
(as this is the location, in these plasma temperature regimes,
where Fulcher emission occurs). The DTS measurements are
frequently not well aligned with the separatrix and therefore
we expect that the DTS measurements provide lower values
for ne, Te than the DMS. Higher accuracy ne and Te data can be
obtained from the high-n Balmer line setup (see section 3.3),
which can be applied from detachment phase III onwards,
however in those low temperature conditions, the temperature

14The Stark inferred electron densities have large uncertainties
(ne = [0.2–3]× 1019 m−3 due to the (1) usage of a medium-resolution
grating (such that the n = 5, 6 Balmer lines can be covered by the DMS);
(2) usage of a relatively low medium-n Balmer line for the Stark broadening
(n = 5), usage of the n = 7 transition was not possible due to impurity
emission contamination; (3) the low electron density conditions resulting
in narrow Stark widths compared to the Doppler and instrumental widths
(0.01 nm at ne = 1019 m−3 vs 0.02 nm (at T = 1 eV) and 0.09 nm respectively).
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Figure 9. Comparison between the spectroscopically (spec—DMS) inferred densities (Stark) and temperatures (Fulcher brightness) and
those obtained from divertor Thomson scattering (DTS) as function of time for # 45371. To obtain this data, the DTS and spectroscopic
inferences have been averaged along the DTS coverage—which spans 0–25 cm from the target. The shaded red region indicates the
uncertainty in the spectroscopically derived quantities. As a reference, the DTS soft detection limit is Te � 0.5 eV and the detachment
‘phase’ is provided in green (copied from figure 1).

decays below the DTS threshold (Te � 0.5 eV). Once detach-
ment phase 2–3 are obtained, the Fulcher emission region has
detached from the target and as such, the Fulcher emission
analysis only provides an upper constraint of the possible
temperature of 1.3 eV.

A qualitative agreement between the trends of the spectro-
scopically inferred densities/temperatures and those obtained
by DTS is shown. As expected, the DTS measurements pro-
vide lower temperatures and densities than the spectroscopic
measurements—although the density estimates are within the
(very wide) uncertainties of the spectroscopic Stark estimates,
which is a systematic uncertainty. The temperature is observed
to drop during the discharge with a minor drop in density
(detachment phase IV) for both cases. During the gas cut
phase, the density is shown to increase for both cases. Both the
DTS and the Fulcher inferred temperature estimates indicate
low temperatures throughout the discharge (<3 eV). The high-
n Balmer line fitting provides density estimates with much
lower uncertainty (figure 8) and can provide Te estimates if
Te � 0.5 eV, which is below the temperature at the Fulcher
band detection limit (1.4 eV). This indicates electron densities
more in line with the DTS (see figure 8) as well as a presence
of ≪ 0.5 eV temperatures, which is consistent with the DTS
reaching its measurement limit of 0.5 eV [27].

4. Discussion

4.1. Understanding the impact of plasma–molecule

interactions on hydrogen emission on MAST-U

In section 3.1 (phase I detachment) it was shown that
plasma–molecular interactions can have a strong impact on
the hydrogen Balmer line emission and its interpretation. This
is investigated in more detail by performing simplified emis-
sion modelling to investigate chordally integrated Balmer line
emission and reaction rate trends as function of the elec-
tron temperature. The model uses scalings for the interaction
lengths along the line of sight ∆L times the molecular (nD2)
and hydrogen atom (no) densities relative to the electron den-
sities as function of temperature (e.g.∆LnD2/ne and∆Lno/ne

respectively), obtained in appendix A from SOLPS-ITER
modelling of MAST-U [28] and TCV [46]. Those molecular
and hydrogen atom densities are then combined with a model
that post-processes/extrapolates [22] the hydrogen molecular
densities to density estimates for molecular ions using ne, Te
together with hydrogen rates [33, 36] for the creation and
destruction of molecular ions. Coefficients from [31] are used
to convert those hydrogenic coefficients into coefficients for
deuterium (lowering the D+

2 and D− content by 5% and 30%
respectively with respect to H+

2 and H−). This data is then
combined with photon emission coefficients to generate the
Balmer line brightnesses and rate data to generate the various
chordally integrated rates (ionisation, EIR, etc).

Although the studied discharges are Ohmically heated, the
used non-interpretive, MAST-U simulations from [28] utilise
an input power of 2.5 MW (e.g. 2 MW of beam heating),
whilst the investigatedMAST-U Super-X scenarios are Ohmic
(∼0.6 MW of Ohmic heating). The TCV simulations are
interpretive (Ohmic) simulations. Experimental reference val-
ues ne = 1019 m−3 were assumed for MAST-U15, whereas
ne = 7× 1019 m−3 was taken as a characteristic value for the
TCV divertor [29, 30, 47]. The results, shown in figure 10, are
now described:

• Figures 10(a) and (b) shows PMI leads to line ratios
that are very similar to EIE, but lower than EIR. PMI
will thus reduce the Balmer line ratio if both EIR and
PMI are important. With the MAST-U scalings and the
ne = 1019 m−3 characteristic electron density for current
Ohmic MAST-U operation, PMI reduces the temperature
at which the line ratio transitions from a low value (EIE
& PMI) to a high value (EIR) (black curve compared to
the cyan curve, figure 10(a)). This shows that analysing
Balmer line emission measurements in the currentMAST-
U conditions, but neglecting PMI, may lead to gross
misinterpretations (up to orders of magnitude) of the
ionisation source when Te = [0.4–7] eV.

15 ne = 3× 1020 m−3 would be characteristic for the performed simulations.
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• The Fulcher emission brightness is well correlated with
the EIE emission, theD2 electron-impact dissociation rate
and the ionisation source. This reinforces its use to sep-
arate EIE and PMI related emission (further discussed in
section 4.2). Additionally, comparingfigures 10(a) and (c)
shows that theMAST-U observed separation (in Te space)
between the Fulcher emission and the Balmer line ratio
increase regions are expected when including molecular
effects.

• At temperatures below 1 eV, the PMI related emission
(and thus the MAR/MAD rate) is reduced as the likeli-
hood of creating D+

2 from D2 through molecular charge
exchange reduces. Togetherwith EIE (and thus ionisation)
and EIR, this leads to three differentDα emission regions
or ‘fronts’ at constant ne (figure 10(e)). This explains why
four different detachment phases can be identified based
on monitoring the Dα emission on MAST-U.

• Throughout this paper, we have analysed the EIE, PMI
and EIR Dα emission quantitatively and assumed that
these are representative of the ionisation,MAR/MAD and
EIR regions, respectively. Comparing figures 10(g) and
(h) against 10(e) and ( f ) provides more quantitative evi-
dence for this assumption: a strong correlation is observed
between the: (1)Dα EIE emission and ionisation rate; (2)
Dα EIR emission and EIR rate; (3)Dα PMI emission and
MAR and MAD rate; (4) the Fulcher band emission and
the electron-impact dissociation rate. 16

• MAD occurs at slightly higher temperatures than MAR,
but at a significantly smaller temperature than electron-
impact dissociation. MAD17 may thus be important in
plasmas where the ionisation region is detached from the
target as, here, it may be a dominant source of neutrals.
This can be identified froma spatial mismatch between the
Fulcher (electron-impact dissociation) and Balmer PMI
(MAR/MAD) emission regions.

The electron density may explain some, but not all of the
difference between the MAST-U and TCV observations in
[3, 22, 29, 30, 44]. Performing simplified emission modelling
forMAST-U (figures 10(a), (c), (e) and (g)) at the same density
as TCV (figures 10(b), (d), ( f ) and (h)) leads to a result that is
in between the shown MAST-U and TCV cases (not shown).
Although it removes the Te shift of the onset of the line ratio
increase, induced by PMI, the 6/5 Balmer line ratio plateaus
between the EIR and PMI/EIE dominant levels after its initial
increase (∼0.3) and only increases to EIR dominant levels at
Te < 0.8 eV. Neglecting PMI would have a smaller impact on
the spectroscopic inferences in such conditions, although the
ionisation source can still be strongly overestimated.Addition-
ally, the detailed analysis in [22] shows strong PMI contri-
butions to a synthetic DMS signal after post-processing—on
which BaSPMI was tested. Higher electron densities are more
relevant for future beam heatedMAST-U operation, where the

16MAI is found to be negligible and exhibits a similar trend as the electron-
impact dissociation rate.
17 Figure 10 shows the total number of MAD reactions, which is significantly
smaller than the number of neutral atoms created from plasma–molecule
interactions, which is 1–2 (2–3) per reaction for MAD (MAR).

higher input power likely increases the detachment onset point
and thus the upstream and divertor electron densities at which
detachment occurs.

There are two other differences between the MAST-U
and TCV simulations & observations. First, the D2/D ratio
is ∼2.5 times higher on MAST-U than TCV according
to the scalings derived from the SOLPS-ITER simulations
(appendix A). Therefore, PMI is expected to dominate over
EIE at higher temperatures on MAST-U than on TCV—even
at the same electron density. Secondly, TCV conditions with
Te ≪ 1 eV have thus far not been diagnosed.

In conclusion, including PMI is important for the modelled
TCV conditions to obtain MAR estimates as well as well
as a better estimation of the ionisation source during deep
detached conditions [3, 21, 22]. In contrast, including PMI
in any MAST-U divertor analysis is essential even for basic
ionisation estimates from Balmer emission spectroscopy.

To investigate what happens when higher, reactor-relevant,
electron densities are used, the simplified model has been
applied assuming ne = 1021 m−3 s. This shows that, although
the EIR/MAR ratio increases as expected, MAR still domi-
nates over EIR and ionisation between 0.7 and 2 eV when
the MAST-U scalings are used. For both the MAST-U and
TCV scalings, the neutral atom source from MAR and MAD
is dominant between 0.5 to 3.5 eV and is >2 (TCV) & >4
(MAST-U) times larger than the neutral atom source from
electron-impact dissociation. For the TCV (non-baffled) scal-
ings, EIR is dominant over MAR at ne = 1021 m−3. This
illustrates that having an elevated molecular density in the
divertor chamber is important for the significance of MAR
& MAD; which is achieved on MAST-U through its divertor
baffle.

Using the MAST-U scaling at ne = 1021 m−3 the PMI
emission contribution to the 5 → 2 transition exceeds that
of electron-impact excitation for Te < 2.5 eV, implying that
it can significantly impact ionisation source estimates below
3 eV. However, the total PMI emission contribution is minor
(up to 10%) and hence the ionisation source will likely not
be overestimated by orders of magnitude if PMI emission
contributions are neglected in a hydrogen emission analysis.

Whether these predictions extend to high power reactor
relevant regimes is unknown at this point and depends on how
the molecular density and neutral atom density, relative to the
electron density, scalings as function of Te change in higher
power regimes—which could be altered due to the shorter
mean free paths.

4.1.1. Caveats to the simplified emission modelling. An
important caveat regarding this analysis is that the divertor
simulations for TCV used in this analysis did not have baffles
installed. At this time, TCV has the option to install divertor
baffles [48]. That should increase the higher neutral molecule
and atom densities and may bring the TCV trends of figure 10
more in line with those shown for MAST-U. This prediction
requires further investigation.

A second caveat is that the derived scalings from SOLPS-
ITER simulations (for molecular densities, atomic densities
and emission pathlengths) are based on simulations that utilise
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Figure 10. Simplified Balmer emission modelling at two different electron densities using MAST-U and TCV molecular density scalings,
respectively, derived from SOLPS-ITER modelling (appendix A). Note that these scalings for TCV have been derived in an open divertor
geometry (before the installation of baffles). (a) and (b) The n = 6/n = 5 Balmer line ratio is shown as function of Te when only atomic
effects are included (cyan) and when all processes are included (black). Blue, green, red dotted lines show the expected EIR, PMI and EIE
only trends. (c) and (d) The n = 5 Balmer line emission fractions are shown as function of Te for EIR, PMI and EIE as well as the normalised
expected Fulcher emission brightness. (e) and ( f ) The Dα (n = 3) brightnesses, divided by n2e , of EIR, PMI and EIE as well as the total
are shown as function of Te. (g) and (h) The chordally integrated reaction rate of ionisation, electron–ion recombination (EIR), molecular
activated dissociation/dissociation (MAR/MAD) and electron-impact dissociation15 are divided by the characteristic electron density squared
and shown as function of Te.
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the default set of reactions. Previous research has shown that
such a reaction set for hydrogen, where the molecular charge
exchange rate is mass rescaled to deuterium, results in a
strongly underestimated D+

2 /D2 ratio in detachment relevant
regimes [3]; effectively making the MAR, MAD reactions, as
well as the plasma–molecular interaction contribution to the
Balmer line emission negligible for TCV. As a post-processing
approach is applied to convert the molecular density scalings
to molecular ion densities in the simplified emission model,
the strongly underestimated D+

2 /D2 ratio in SOLPS-ITER
does not impact our results directly. They can, however, affect
our results indirectly as including a more correct molecular
charge exchange rate self-consistently can result in different
scalings for the molecular/neutral atom densities [49]. Prelim-
inary analysis of these updated simulations shows that they
would not alter the molecular density scaling as function of
Te significantly, but they would increase the neutral density
by up to a factor 2 at lower temperatures (Te < 2.5 eV)
due to the increased level of molecular dissociation. At such
low temperatures, however, the impact of the neutral atom
density on the hydrogen emission and the ionisation source is
negligible.

A third caveat of the simplified emission model is that
the post-processing of converting molecular densities into
molecular ion densities is heavily dependent on the dis-
tribution of vibrational states as well as the vibrationally
resolved molecular charge exchange rates, for which rates
from AMJUEL/Eirene/Sawada are used [33, 34, 36], see the
discussion in section 4.5.

4.2. Usage of the Fulcher emission region to identify

movements in the ionisation front

Section 4.1 described a correlation between the temperatures,
where the Fulcher band emits, andwhere electron-impact exci-
tation and atomic ionisation occurs. This provides potential
to use the Fulcher band brightness along the divertor leg as
a diagnostic for the temperature regime and as an identifier for
the detachment front edge.

Assuming a plasma with constant electron density ne,
molecular density nH2 and Te, the Fulcher band bright-
ness monitored by a line of sight intersecting that plasma
with intersection length ∆L can be modelled as: BFulcher =

∆LnenH2PEC(ne, Te). Combining this Fulcher brightness

model with the SOLPS-ITER scalings for f∆LnD2
/ne ≈

∆LnD2
ne

,
which is a parameterised function of Te (see appendix
appendix A for further explanation), the Fulcher band
brightness can be modelled as BFulcher ≈ f∆LnD2

(Te)/ne(Te)n
2
e

PECFulcher(ne, Te), where PECFulcher(ne, Te) is a photon emis-
sion coefficient for the total Fulcher band emission. Plotting
the Fulcher band intensity as function of Te for a fixed ne leads
to a peaked profile with a trailing (low Te) edge (as shown in
figures 10(c) and (d)). We find that the normalised shape of
the trailing edge of these profiles is only weakly sensitive to
the uncertainty of the f∆LnD2

/ne parameter. Therefore, since Te
varies along the divertor leg, it may be possible to utilise the
Fulcher band intensity along the divertor leg (e.g. the spatial
BFulcher profile) as a rough temperature constraint under the

Figure 11. Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation analysis linking the
trailing edge of the Fulcher emission profile (between 1 and 80% of
its peak intensity) to a possible temperature range (68% confidence).
Below/above this range, it can provide a maximum/minimum
temperature constraint, respectively.

assumption that either ne does not change along the divertor
leg or by using a measured ne (e.g. Stark broadening) and
observing the spatial BFulcher/n

2
e profile.

We investigate this more quantitatively by employing
Monte Carlo uncertainty propagation to probe a large uncer-
tainty in the derived f∆LnD2

/ne by multiplying it with

101.4(R−1) log 10(Te) where R is uniformly randomly sampled
between 0 and 2. This results in many BFulcher(Te) profiles
and for each of the cold-end of these profiles, the tempera-
ture corresponding to 1%–80% of the peak of the profile, to
which an additional uncertainty of±0.4 eV is added, is stored.
These samples can be used as a temperature constraint for the
1.3–3.4 eV range (MAST-U). Below/above this range, it can
instead provide a maximum/minimum temperature constraint,
respectively. The narrow uncertainties obtained in figure 11
and the similarity between the curves from MAST-U and
TCV suggests it may be possible to infer a rough estimate
of the electron temperature using the Fulcher band emission
brightness profile along the divertor leg. 18

The temperature sensitivity of the Fulcher emission is sim-
ilar to the temperature sensitivity of the ionisation source
and both are correlated (appendix B), which may imply that
the Fulcher emission region could become a proxy for the
ionisation region. If so, it could be used as a real-time observer
in conjunction with filtered camera imaging [43, 50, 51] to
control the ionisation region in real-time, which would be a
major step in detachment control.

4.3. The generality of the four detachment phases

on MAST-U

The presented results are a characteristic representation of the
results obtained inMAST-Uwith a Super-X divertor during the

18One caveat to this analysis is that it is sensitive to the Fulcher
band brightness emission coefficient, here obtained from AMJUEL/Sawada
[33, 36], which requires further investigation in the future.
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first MAST-U campaign, which did not feature beam heated
Super-X discharges.

The generality of the discovery of the four phases of detach-
ment is unknown at this stage. Future higher power opera-
tion in MAST-U is expected to increase PSOL and thus the
upstream density at which plasma detachment takes place,
greatly raising the divertor densities and thus the importance
of EIR. Due to this, detachment phases II (e.g. the detachment
of the peak in PMI related emission from the target) and III
(e.g. the appearance of EIR) could overlap or even swap
(e.g. the appearance of EIR occurs before the PMI emission
detaches from the target).

Although an in-depth comparison of the conventional diver-
tor and the Super-X divertor is outside of the scope of this work
and is ongoing, we have observed that only the onset of PMI
emission reaches the separatrix (phase I detachment) before
the peak core density is reached and signs of MARFEs occur,
although signs of EIR emission and PMI emission region
movement can occur in the far-SOL (from the strike point
on ‘tile 2’ up to ‘tile 5’ see figure 2). Therefore, detachment
phases II–IV have not yet occurred at the separatrix in the
conventional divertor in the scanned density range (up to
ne/nGW = 0.55).

Only a limited comparison between MAST-U and other
reactors, in terms of a detailed investigation of the plasma
chemistry during detachment, is possible as the availability
of such an analysis is limited to TCV (prior to the baffle
installation). Comparing our results to TCV (pre-baffles), we
find that the detachment of the ionisation front from the tar-
get upstream at the ion target flux roll-over occur in both
devices. Contrastingly, we find that EIR emission appears
before the detachment of the PMI emission region,which is not
observed [30]. These differences are related to (1) the higher
divertor electron densities; (2) the lower levels of divertor
molecular density; (3) the electron temperatures do not drop
as low on TCV (before baffles) (see section appendix A).
Performing more detailed analysis of plasma–atom/molecular
interactions in other devices, such as JET [25, 26], are ongoing
and preliminary results also identify the importance of PMI
emission.

To conclude, we do not think that the observation of the
various processes, categorised by the four different phases of
detachment, is a MAST-U Super-X divertor specific obser-
vation. The observed processes can occur more generally.
It is, however, the combination of (1) low divertor den-
sities (ne = 1019 m3); (2) the low temperatures achieved
in the MAST-U divertor (Te � 0.2 eV) that explains the
sequence and evolution of the four phases of detachment
that is distinctively different from current conventional diver-
tor operation on MAST-U that cannot reach as deep levels
of detachment before a MARFE-brought on disruption is
triggered.

4.4. Implications of our findings for detachment ‘front’

location studies and real-time detachment control

Detachment is a combination of processes that occur in the
divertor volume. One method of investigating these processes
volumetrically is to ascribe a spatial ‘extent’ to detachment and

define a detachment front location Lp, which can be tracked
as detachment evolves [4, 7, 52, 53]. Real-time detachment
control can be facilitated by tracking Lp and acting upon the
fuelling/seeding in real-time feedback to move Lp towards a
required value [50, 51]. Analytic models provide predictions
for Lp that can be compared against experiments, as function
of magnetic divertor geometry in steady-state, in terms of a
single or set of multiple ‘physical’ control parameter(s), such
as upstream electron density, heat flux and impurity fraction
[4].

The detachment front, however, is not well defined [4] and
investigations on how it should be defined and diagnosed are
ongoing. Examples of ‘fronts’ used for tracking detachment
include: (1) the CIII (465 nm) front location [7, 50], which
physically represents a broad possible electron temperature
region (4–12 eV—depending on carbon impurity transport).
(2) The total radiation front location [54, 55], that appears to
be well correlated with the CIII front on TCV as the radiation
in (non-seeded) scenarios is dominated by carbon impurities
[7]. (3) TheDα emission front, which is assumed to be a proxy
for the ionisation front [56, 57], which cannot be substantiated
without additional information.Although these three examples
are, experimentally, straightforwardly to track, they are not
necessarily directly correlated to detachment [4, 52].

Our analysis on MAST-U suggests the presence of a wide
operational regime for detachment in the Super-X configura-
tion, exhibiting four phases. Each phase starts with the forma-
tion and movement of a ‘front’ of a certain process from the
target upstream.All these frontsmove from the target at higher
densities (and lower temperatures) than the CIII (465 nm)
front.

The detachment process seems to start with the movement
of the ionisation region of the target (phase I), in agreement
with published TCV studies [21, 30]. The difficulty of using
the ionisation region to track the detachment front is, how-
ever, in diagnosing the ionisation region. ITER plans to use
the Dα emission front (or, if unsuccessful, hydrogen atomic
emission spectroscopy) to determine the ionisation front [56].
Our work shows: (1) one cannot assume Dα is dominated by
EIE without further information and; (2) if PMI is sufficiently
strong, the ionisation region cannot be inferred from hydrogen
Balmer emission spectroscopy alone as EIE and PMI can-
not be distinguished. This is supported by results from TCV
[3, 21, 22]; JET [24, 25] and these MAST-U results, where
it was shown that molecules contribute strongly to the Dα
emission. Section 4.2 showed that tracking the D2 Fulcher
band emission may, instead, be a suitable proxy for the ion-
isation region (possibly in combination with atomic hydrogen
spectroscopy), meritorious of further study.

Additional processes occur during deep detachment,
beyond the ionisation front movement (phase I detachment),
which can also be tracked: (1) the MAR front, which can be
tracked using the Dα emission on MAST-U (phase II detach-
ment); (2) the EIR emission ‘high temperature’-end, which
can be monitored by tracking any increase in Balmer line
ratio (phase III detachment); (3) the electron density bulk, i.e.
tracking the ‘cold’-end of the high-n (n � 7) Balmer line emis-
sion region (phase IV detachment). Each front corresponds to
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a different process and temperature regime and thus chang-
ing the tracked front implies changing the tracked physics
process.

Our work has shown that a single detachment front iden-
tifier in the divertor chamber is insufficient to track the entire
detached operational range of the MAST-U Super-X divertor.
For example, the ionisation front leaves the divertor chamber
before the divertor reaches its deepest detached phase. There-
fore, the detachmentwindow cannot bemeasured onMAST-U
using diagnostics that operate (solely) in theMAST-U divertor
chamber (DMS,MWI) as only 60% of the distance from target
to X-point is monitored. Instead, tracking the entire detached
operational range of the MAST-U Super-X divertor requires
multiple detachment front identifiers. That will, thus, change
the tracked physics process. Adding additional diagnostics
with X-point views to MAST-U, such as a second multi-
wavelength imaging system as well as operating at higher
elongation, would ameliorate this issue.

4.5. Implications, relevance and accuracy of our findings

Our results indicate that plasma–molecular interactions have
a particularly strong impact on the MAST-U hydrogen emis-
sion. One concern is that such interactions are not prop-
erly included in SOLPS-ITER simulations: interactions with
molecular ions in a deuteriumplasma are essentially negligible
for the default SOLPS-ITER reaction setup used [3], which has
been attributed to the applied isotope re-scaling of the effective
molecular charge exchange rate (H2 + H+ → H+

2 + H). Such
interactions not only contribute as an ion and energy sink, but
are also the dominant neutral source between ∼0.4 eV and
∼3.5 eV, based on simplified modelling (section 4.1), where
electron impact dissociation is diminished and EIR is not a
strong source of neutrals. Therefore, including the corrected
reaction rates for molecular processes is also important for
modelling the neutral atom content.

Even when including such interactions through modified
reaction rates, the vibrational distribution of the molecules,
which strongly impacts PMI rates, is not modelled in SOLPS-
ITER. Instead, a simplified model is employed to model the
vibrational distribution based on the local plasma parameters
(ne, Te) [33, 58]. The vibrational distribution D2(ν) obtained
using the reaction set included within Eirene deviates sig-
nificantly from that of Yacora [59, 60] as was shown in
[32]. Additional effects, such as interactions between the
molecules and the walls, as well as transport of vibrationally
excited molecules [32, 61], may lead to further uncertainties in
the vibrational distribution. The vibrational distribution must,
therefore, be investigated in more detail, both in general and,
more specifically, for MAST-U through both simulations and
experiments.

Apart from the treatment of vibrationally excited
molecules, the vibrationally resolved molecular charge
exchange cross-sections [35] aswell as the isotope dependency
of the various rates [31, 62] are under debate. For instance,
the vibrationally resolved molecular charge exchange
cross-sections from [35] result in higher reaction probabilities
for vibrationally excited molecules at low temperatures

T < 1.5 eV than those in AMJUEL/Eirene/Sawada as
it includes H2 + H+ → H+

3 → H+
2 + H which is more

dominant at low temperatures. This, for instance, would
lead to an enhanced MAR/MAD rate and PMI emission
contribution at T < 1 eV compared to the calculations
performed in section 4.1 if there is a significant population of
vibrationally excited molecules.

The achievement of ‘stable’ operation19 with very low
divertor temperatures (≪ 0.5 eV) may provide some prelim-
inary anecdotal evidence of the Super-X divertor; although
further research is required. Those low temperature regimes
also have implications for requirements on atomic/molecular
data development. By default, ADAS data is available down
to 0.2 eV [41, 63]. This results in additional uncertainty
in the atomic/molecular physics coefficients used in our
BaSPMI analysis, which employs nearest neighbour extrap-
olation (section appendix D). The appearance of low elec-
tron temperatures also has implications for plasma-edge codes
such as SOLPS-ITER that employs both ADAS and AMJUEL
data. Further investigations of obtaining ADAS data at lower
temperatures are underway.

As plasma-edge simulations extrapolate our understanding
to reactor-class devices, predictions of the impact of molecular
effects for reactors are highly uncertain. Simplified modelling
may suggest that MAR/MAD can be important at high density
regimes if the molecular density in the divertor can be kept suf-
ficiently high (section 4.1). However, whetherMAR andMAD
contribute significantly below the ionisation region in reactors
with or without divertor baffles warrants further study. Reactor
designs with, possibly tightly baffled, alternative divertor con-
cepts (ADCs) (e.g. SPARC [18], ARC [19], STEP [20] and
DEMO [9] (potentially)) are likely more impacted by these
plasma–molecular interactions as: (1) the baffled region may
increase the molecular density, as indicated in section 4.1; (2)
there can be a larger volume in which plasma–molecular inter-
actions occur; (3) their operational regime may feature deeper
detachment with the ionisation region significantly lifted off
the target.

5. Conclusions

Detachment of the MAST-U Super-X divertor can be
described by four phases: first, the ionisation front detaches
from the target, leading to the formation of a region where
the molecular density increases and these molecules become
vibrationally excited. The resulting molecular ions (D+

2 and/or
D−

2 → D− + D) subsequently react with the plasma
through molecular activated recombination and dissociation
(MAR/MAD), which generates excited atoms that emit atomic
hydrogen line emission. Secondly, the peak in hydrogen line
emission from those plasma–molecular interactions detaches
from the target, leaving a region where the plasma is too
cold to promote molecular ion generation (Te � ∼ 0.7 eV).

19The evidence for this is: (1) operation at a significantly lower core density
than where MARFEs occur; (2) cutting the fuelling results in a movement of
the density front back towards the target within 50 ms (phase IV→ phase III
detachment).
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Thirdly, strong contributions of electron–ion recombination
to the hydrogen line emission start to develop. Finally, the
emission contributions from electron–ion recombination
start to detach from the target, which is hypothesised to
be related to the displacement of the electron density bulk
from the target. High-n Balmer line fitting facilitates higher
accuracy density/temperature estimates, showing a clear drop
in the electron density near the target during deep detachment,
in agreement with this hypothesis. The description of the four
phases of detachment was motivated through quantitative
analysis and by simulating the expected Balmer line emission
behaviour using a simplified emission model. Evidence of
strongly sub-eV temperatures is presented during phases III
and IV, with preliminary evidence of Te < 0.2 eV. The electron
density is modest throughoutphases 1–3 (ne < 2× 1019 m−3),
but can descend to levels of ne ≪ 1× 1019 m3 in phase IV
below the density bulk.

We have demonstrated the utility of using D2 Fulcher
brightness and shown that it can be used as a temperature
indicator and possibly as a proxy for the ionisation region.
That information, combinedwith spectroscopic analysis, facil-
itated separating the electron-impact excitation emission from
emission arising from excited hydrogen atoms after molecular
break-up involving molecular ions. As the contribution of
plasma–molecule interactions to the hydrogen Balmer line
emission is particularly strong for MAST-U, accounting for
this in the interpretation of hydrogen emission diagnostics
is critical, which has implications for diagnostic analysis as
well as for the development of observers for tracking the
detachment front. Plasma–molecule interactions that involve
MAR and MAD appear to play a strong role in the detached
MAST-U Super-X divertor.
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Appendix A. Simplified emission modelling

The simplified emission trends shown in figure 10 have been
modelled using scalings obtained from SOLPS-ITER simula-
tions for the behaviour of the molecular density, neutral atom
density and the respective pathlengths as function of Te. Using
those scalings with a plasma slab model (such as employed
by BaSPMI [22, 23, 29]), the hydrogen line brightnesses for

electron-impact excitation (EIE), electron–ion recombination
(EIR) and plasma–molecule interactions (PMI) can be calcu-
lated as indicated in equation (A.1), where f∆LnD/ne , f∆Lrec and
f∆LnD2

/ne are the scalings used. Those scalings are analogously
derived as in [23].

BEIE
n→2 = n2e(∆LnH/ne)PEC

EIE
n→2(ne, Te)

= n2e f∆LnD/ne(Te)PEC
EIE
n→2(ne, Te)

BEIR
n→2 = n2e(∆L)PEC

EIR
n→2(ne, Te)

= n2e f∆Lrec(Te)PEC
EIR
n→2(ne, Te)

BPMI
n→2 = n2e(∆LnD2/ne)PEC

PMI
n→2(ne, Te)

= n2e f∆LnD2
/ne(Te)PEC

PMI
n→2(ne, Te) (A.1)

f∆LnH/ne , f∆Lrec and f∆LnD2
/ne have been obtained using

synthetic diagnostic techniques employed to both TCV as
well as MAST-U SOLPS-ITER simulations, which provide
us with a synthetic brightness ‘measurement’ of BEIE

n→2, B
EIR
n→2

and BPMI
n→2. Using the Dα emissivity weighted ne and Te along

each line of sight, f∆LnD/ne , f∆Lrec and f∆LnD2
/ne can be cal-

culated for every diagnostic chord and every SOLPS-ITER
simulation. For MAST-U both the V1 and V2 views have
been used to compute these relations (figure 2). Using the
obtained database for those parameters for TCV (density scan)
and MAST-U (density scan and N2 seeding), a linear fit in
logarithmic space [22, 64] is performed through the obtained
database for f∆LnH/ne , f∆Lrec and f∆LnD2

/ne to obtain the used
scalings, shown in equation (A.2) and figure A1 as function of
temperature.

fMAST−U
∆LnD/ne

(Te) = 10−1.4721−1.126 log 10(Te) m

f TCV∆LnD/ne
(Te) = 10−2.7442−0.658 log 10(Te) m

fMAST−U
∆LnD2/ne

(Te) = 10−1.176−2.3075 log 10(Te) m

f TCV∆LnD2
/ne

(Te) = 10−2.7907−1.6965 log 10(Te) m

fMAST−U
∆Lrec

= 10−0.2609m

f TCV∆Lrec
= 10−1.0224m

(A.2)

The emission coefficients were obtained using ADAS
[41, 63] (PECEIE

n→2 & PECEIR
n→2) and Yacora (on the Web)

[59, 60, 65] (PECPMI
n→2). PECPMI

n→2 is an effective emis-
sion coefficient which accounts for interactions involv-
ing D2,D

+
2 and D−: PECPMI

n→2(ne, Te) = PECD2
n→2(ne, Te)+

n
D
+
2

nD2
PEC

D
+
2

n→2(ne, Te)+
nD

−

D2
PECD−

n→2(ne, Te), where
n
D
+
2

nD2
and

n
D−

nD2

are the ratios between the D+
2 and D− densities to the D2

density, respectively. Those ratios are modelled as function
of ne and Te using AMJUEL/Sawada [3, 22, 31, 33, 36]
(H12 2.2.0c and H11 7.2.0c respectively). However, those
AMJUEL rates are specifically derived for hydrogen and not
deuterium. Following previous work [31], the hydrogen rates
are remapped to the deuterium rates by multiplying them with
0.95 and 0.7 respectively.
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Figure A1. Scalings of fMAST−U
∆LnD/ne

(Te), f TCV∆LnD/ne
(Te), fMAST−U

∆LnD2
/ne

, f TCV
∆LnD2

/ne
, fMAST−U

∆Lrec
, f TCV∆Lrec

obtained from SOLPS-ITER [28, 46] using

synthetic diagnostics [22, 23, 66] as function of their respective temperatures (excitation temperature for EIE, PMI and recombination
temperature for EIR).

The Fulcher brightness (arbitrary units) is modelled using
∝ n2e f∆LnD2

/nePEC
Fulcher
D2

(ne, Te), where the Fulcher emis-
sion coefficient is obtained from AMJUEL/Sawada [33, 36]
(H12 2.2.5fl).

Appendix B. Correlation between Fulcher

emission and the ionisation source

We investigate the suitability of using the Fulcher emission
brightness as a diagnostic for the ionisation region by applying
a synthetic diagnostic, for both the line-integrated Fulcher
band emission brightness (∝ ph/m2/s) and the atomic ioni-
sation source (ion/m2/s), to SOLPS-ITER simulations using
all spectroscopic viewing chords (DSS on TCV [29] and DMS
onMAST-U (figure 2). The two are plotted as function of each
other in figure B1, displaying a strong correlation, particularly
for decaying levels of the ionisation source (corresponding to
lower temperatures (Te ≪ 5 eV)). This correlation is found
for both MAST-U (density scan and seeded cases) and TCV
(density scan). Although the precise correlation is not expected
to be the same for different conditions (as it depends on the pre-
cise ratio between the neutral andmolecular density), a similar
correlation is found for a density scan for TCV and MAST-
U despite the different plasma conditions; molecular/neutral
densities and chordal integrals. During N2 seeding, however,
the obtained correlation is different due to lower neutral frac-
tions at lower temperatures compared to the density ramp
case [28].

One caveat to this analysis lies in the difference in mean
free path for atoms and molecules. Although they both
become larger than the divertor leg dimension during detached
regimes, in attached conditions (for the studied regimes) the
neutral atommean free path is of a similar order to the divertor
size while that of molecules is significantly smaller. Therefore,
the correlation between the Fulcher emission region and the

Figure B1. The chordal-integrated (atomic) ionisation source
plotted as function of the chordal-integrated Fulcher emissivity
(a.u.) using synthetic diagnostics applied to SOLPS-ITER
simulations 5 simulations TCV, density scan [46]; 15 simulations
MAST-U (density scan) [28] and 19 simulations MAST-U
(N2 seeding scan) [28]. The experimental spectroscopy chord
descriptions of TCV (32 lines of sight, before baffles were installed
[29]) and MAST-U (40 lines of sight, figure 2, no interleaving) have
been used to determine the result.

ionisation region is expected to worsen in higher temperature
conditions (observed in figure B1).

Appendix C. Analysis of EIR contribution

to high-n Balmer lines

In section 3.3 the high-n Balmer line analysis was shown,
where it is assumed that the emission of the high-n Balmer
lines (e.g. n � 9) is dominated by electron–ion recombi-
nation. To challenge this assumption, we post-process the
BaSPMI analysis output from # 45371 to estimate (1) the
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Figure C1. Extrapolated total and plasma–molecule interaction
related contribution (‘PMI’) to the n = 9 Balmer line emission for
# 45371 during phases II, III, and IV, together with the fraction of
the n = 9 (green) and n = 12 (magenta) Balmer line emission due
to plasma–molecule interactions.

total high-n Balmer line intensities; (2) the contribution of
plasma–molecular interactions to high-n (n � 9) Balmer lines
(figure C1). This indicates that the high-n (n � 9) Balmer
line emission may, at most, include a 10% contribution from
plasma–molecular interactions during the detachment phase
IV. Although the contribution of plasma–molecular interac-
tions to the n = 9 Balmer line is larger before EIR com-
mences, the contribution of the n = 9 Balmer line emission
is at most 1017 phm−2s−1. This corresponds to below the
detection threshold of our instrument.

Appendix D. BaSPMI analysis set-up

BaSPMI [22] has been used in this work to separate the
Dα emission profile into its various atomic and molecular
contributions (figure 5). The BaSPMI analysis is performed
using the measured brightnesses shown in figure 5 (n = 3,
5, 6 Balmer line emission). In BaSPMI, the ratio between
the molecular contributions of Dα and Dβ are typically
used to separate D+

2 and D− emission contributions [22],
which requires Dβ measurements. Since Dβ measurements
are not available for this specific discharge, the separation
between D+

2 and D− is modelled using AMJUEL/Sawada
rates [33, 36] instead (similar to the emission model used in
appendix A).

To facilitate these preliminary BaSPMI calculations on
MAST-U, various simplifying assumptions are made. First,
instead of estimating∆L using the width of the ion saturation
current profile near the target, an assumed width near the target
of 10 cm is used (from the separatrix towards the low-field-
side). ∆L is then computed by calculating the intersections
between the line of sight and the flux surfaces corresponding
to this width. The lower/upper ranges of∆L (68% confidence

interval) are set to 33 and 130% of ∆L, respectively, and are
used in the uncertainty propagation.

To employ BaSPMI, the Fulcher band has been used to
provide an excitation temperature constraint (section 4.2). This
is achieved by using the trailing end of the Fulcher bright-
ness profile along the various spectroscopic chords, which are
normalised with respect to the peak and after the peak of the
Fulcher band brightness has left the spectroscopic view, the
last known peak intensity is used for the normalisation.

The part of the analysis that obtains an estimate of the
recombinative temperatureTRe had to be altered as the recombi-
native temperatures on MAST-U seem to be below the ADAS
limit of 0.2 eV. As such, no suitable temperatures could be
found to explain the measured recombinative emission bright-
ness during conditions where strong recombinative emission
occurs.As opposed to filtering out these results from theMonte
Carlo sample, TRe has been set to 0.2 eV in this regime.

BaSPMI employs an iterative scheme, which uses an initial
condition on the contribution of plasma–molecular interac-
tions (PMI) to the medium-n Balmer lines and is then iterated
until convergence. By default, the initial condition used is that
the contribution of PMI to the medium-n Balmer lines is zero.
For MAST-U, due to the strong contributions of PMI to the
hydrogen Balmer line emission resulting in a reduction of
the 6→ 2/5→ 2 Balmer line ratio, the initial conditions of
the PMI contribution to the medium-n Balmer lines had to be
increased to obtain reasonable solutions consistent with the
various other diagnostics (DTS estimates, Fulcher brightness
information, other information); otherwise the temperature
would be grossly overestimated by BaSPMI. The BaSPMI
results with the modified initial conditions are verified against
an independent fully Bayesian analysis which does not require
any initial conditions in appendix D.1.

An important caveat to the presented analysis is the
assumption that the plasma is optically thin. This could not be
verified experimentally without divertor VUV spectroscopy.
If the plasma is not optically thin, it could greatly impact
the analysis results, as explained in [21, 22], and could alter
both the reaction rates as well as the emission coefficients
[24, 67]. Although photon opacity may occur in MAST-U con-
ditions [3, 68], it is expected to occur at much higher powers
(Psep = 2.5–5MWcompared to 0.5MW (this work)) and elec-
tron densities (ne > 1020 m−3 compared to ne ∼ 1019 m−3 in
this work) [68]. However, this will require further monitoring
in the future.

D.1. Bayesian to BaSPMI comparison

To verify these modifications to the BaSPMI analysis, a stand-
alone fully Bayesian analysis methodology has been used as
well using the same emission model as BaSPMI and using
priors for the excitation emission temperature based on the
Fulcher band; ne based on Stark broadening; ∆L based on
the BaSPMI input for ∆L same constraints; a constraint that
the excitation emission temperature should be larger than the
recombination emission temperature [23]. Uncertainties in
the emission coefficients are not employed in the Bayesian
analysis, but are used in BaSPMI (10% for atomic PECs and
20% for molecular PECs). The measurements used in this
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Figure D1. Comparison of figures 5(AI)–(AIV) obtained using
BaSPMI and (BI)–(BIV) obtained using an alternative Bayesian
approach for # 45371.

Bayesian approach are the n= 3, 5, 6 Balmer line brightnesses.
The Bayesian analysis results in a posterior distribution and
rejection sampling is applied to obtain the same sets of output
data similar to BaPSMI. To keep the number of free parameters
at 6, the Bayesian implementation only includes contributions
from D+

2 , electron-impact excitation and electron–ion recom-
bination (e.g. not D2 and D−). To reduce the computational
effort needed, the sample size is reduced to 500 in the Bayesian
analysis, whereas this is 30 000 in BaSPMI (effective sample
size (Kish’s rule) of 500 and 2500–8000, respectively).

This is then analysed in the same way as BaSPMI to obtain
the same parameters as those shown in figures 5(AI)–(AIV),
which is shown in figures D1(BI)–(BIV). The obtained
result is qualitatively in agreement with BaSPMI. Modelling
the Bayesian results back to the hydrogen emission bright-
nesses results in a reasonable agreement to the measured
data—implying that the Bayesian analysis results are indeed
likely outputs from the data.

There are, however, reasons for the differences between
BaSPMI and the Bayesian analysis approach. First, the
BaSPMI technique assumes that Frec [23]—the fraction
of recombinative emission compared to the EIR + EIE
Balmer line emission—cannot decrease during a discharge—
constraining the obtained results further; which is something
that cannot easily be implemented in a full Bayesian approach.
Secondly, the Bayesian analysis will struggle more with the
fact thatADASdata is (currently)only available until 0.2 eV—
therefore it cannot describe the EIR portion of the emis-
sion accurately (BEIR, Bayesian

n→2 ≈ n2e∆LPEC
EIR
n→2(ne, T

R
e )). This

is less of a problem for BaSPMI as the EIR portion of

the emission is characterised using the fraction of medium-
n Balmer line emission due to plasma–molecule interac-
tions ( f PMI

n→2) and the fraction of the atomic portion of the
medium-n Balmer line emission due to EIR (Fn→2

rec )—e.g.
BEIR, BaSPMI
n→2 = (1− f mol

n→2)× Fn→2
rec Bn→2. The Bayesian analysis

compensates for this by increasing the ne to 3× 1019 m−3

(clearly too high when compared with <1019 m−3 val-
ues from DTS as well as <2× 1019 m−3 values from
Stark broadening) in the recombining regime while keeping
TRe at 0.3 eV.
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